Integrating data and knowledge from multiple heteroge-
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C(X) t-A(X)
The materialized view of P is shown below on the left, where the corresponding support for each constraint atom is shown to the right, (3))) Suppose the constraint atom B(X) + X = 6 is specified for deletion.
The declarative semantics of this deletion is given by the least fixpoint of the constrained database P':
The corresponding materialized view TpJ~u (o) contains the constraint atoms:
The StDel algorithm achieves the equivalent view working as follows. Initially, each of the five constraint atoms in A!l is marked. In the second step, we replace B(X) + X~5 by the new constraint atom B(X) -X~5,X # 6, and put (B(X) e X > 5 A X = 6, (3)) into P.OUT where (3) is the support of the replaced constraint atom.
Next according to step 3 of the algorithm, we search for marked constraint atoms in A/l whose support contains (3) . The only constraint atom that satisfies this condition is A(X) + X > 5, whose support is (2, (3)). We construct from constrained clause 2 the new constraint atom A(X) + (X > 5) A7wt(X~5AX = 6) that replaces A(X) + X~5. Simplification of the constraint yields A(X) + X5
AX # 6. The pair (A(X) + X~5AX = 6, (2, (3))) is then placed in P-OUT.
The next iteration of the algorithm finds that the support for the marked constraint atom C(X) t X > 5 contains the support (2, (3)).
Hence by a similar analysis as the previous paragraph, a replacement of this constraint atom by C(X) + X5 A X=6ismade. Thepair(C(X) +--X >5AX= 6, (4, (2, (3)))) is put into P.OUT. The least model of the above constrained database Pb specifies the desired semantics after the insertion is accomplished.
The reader may specifically note that even though negation occurs in the body of clauses in Pb this negation occurs in the constraint part of the ? clause, and hence, the resulting constrained database still has a least fixpoint [15] . We now present an algorithm that incrementally inserts a constrained atom into a materialized view. Algorithm 3 (Constrained Atom Insertion)
1. Unfold the constraint base fact to be inserted with respect to the ortgtnal constrained database P, 2. In order to investigate the implied changes in a little more detail, let REM = {in(a, d: f(b)) I a E Lf~,t+i} and
Then, intuitively, we may regard th~problem of function updates as being equivalent to the insertion and the deletion of the ground instance that correspond to the DCA-atoms in the sets ADD and REM, respectively. However, as we are working with non-ground constrained atoms, the situation is less straightforward.
The set ADD does not introduce any technical complications. In contrast, the set REM needs to be treated with care. The following example provides an illustration. 
